
Is your next keynote with 

About Cherelle
Cherelle is the founder of LIFT Performance Solutions and inventor of
Tricky Treats.  She is also one of Australia’s few facilitators accredited 
to deliver the contemporary work of international thought leader 
Brené Brown.
 
Cherelle's executive clients evaluate her as a dynamic, passionate 
and insightful presenter with a practical approach that inspires 
leaders to lift their agility to influence and engage.
 
Two beliefs shape Cherelle's work and life... 'the wisdom is always 
within' and 'don't die wondering!'.
 
With 20+ years’ diverse experience to share, her questions will  
reshape your thinking about courage, vulnerability and agility.
 
Book an innovative, energising and interactive keynote with Cherelle 
to bring out your  best this year!

LEADING INDIVIDUALS
Courageous Agility

Are you owning or hustling your story?

Explore your stories on trust, empathy, self compassion, courage and agility.

Consider what you'll need to do differently to enter your next growth arena.

LEADING TEAMS
Failure Fitness

Discover the learning resource you've already paid for!

Identify ways to effectively discuss the emotions of failure and rise stronger.

How good are your teams at imperfect implementation?

Do you profile strengths and collaboration styles to build united diversity?

LEADING ORGANISATIONS
Cultural Curiosity

Find out how to build "appreciative enquiry" into daily conversations.

Reflect on how to lead a curious, values-aligned and agile culture.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER  |  FACILITATOR  |  PROFILER

"...it was one of the highlights of 
my 2017 development calendar."

Monique, EMLife Pty Ltd

"Thank you so much for your 
excellent presentation.  We have 
continued to receive excellent 
feedback from a variety of 
sources..."

Rob Pillar, Recovre

|  solutions@liftps.com
|  0439 993 006
|  www.liftps.com
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Keynote Interactive Topics Clients Say...

Certified Daring Way Facilitator in the work of Brené Brown
Certified Coach for Marshall Goldsmith SCC 
Graduate Certificate in Business - Business Leadership
Featured 2017 Extra.Ordinary Business Women.

Cherelle Witney?

"Fantastic!! Thank you Cherelle"

"Excellent forum, very 

interactive"

"Fabulous amount of take-

aways in a short period of time"

"Interactive and fun - easy to 

remember"
Keynote Participants

TO BOOK A KEYNOTE BY CHERELLE, EMAIL  SOLUTIONS@LIFTPS.COM  TODAY


